Income
January - December 2019

$189,542
Raised in donations and matching Grants

- Donations collected through funds* $157,916
- Facebook fundraisers $20,824
- Ticket Sales $11,133
- Donations designated for specific projects $10,095
- Amazon Smile** $706

*Donations are made by generous individuals, sometimes with corporate matching, and are coming to Nova Ukraine through funds such as Benevity Fund.

**Donations made from purchases on Amazon.com
Expenses
January - December 2019

$186,375*

*Remaining to be distributed in 2020 from 2019 - $3,166 - 1.7% (operating income)

93.3% expenses for Grants
2.9% Events and Fundraising
2.1% operational expenses

$177,057
Grants

$3,894
Administrative Expenses

- Heart-to-Heart (including LA) $64,555
- Catharsis (Burning Man Ukrainian Art Projects) $19,364
- Pro.Svit $17,250
- MATHletes $15,878
- Helping wounded soldiers $15,504
- Akhiezer Foundation $12,000
- Ukrainian Frontiers $7,102
- Prometheus $6,141
- Events and fundraising expenses $5,423
- Healthy Children $5,262
- Motley Racoons (summer children's camp) $4,440
- Station Kharkiv $3,000
- Ukraine Global Scholars $3,000
- Animal ID $1,512
- NU Movie Club (Kharkiv) $1,450
- Dobrovolya $600
Projects
January - December 2019

Humanitarian

Heart-to-Heart
ongoing for 5 years

NU is helping most vulnerable children, adults and families in Ukraine with our humanitarian packages sent to Ukraine. In 2019 we sent approx. 22 tons of humanitarian aid/supply from SF Bay Area, and approx. 3 tons from LA.

Ukrainian Frontiers
ongoing for 2 years
AC-center, Donbass region

NU covered New Year’s presents for kids in 2019. AC-center volunteers work in villages in “the grey zone”, between the Ukrainian army and the separatists. Project started in 2017, after the town of Avdiivka was heavily shelled by Russian artillery. Volunteers visit villages year-round, most actively during holidays, entertain and give out gifts, bringing cheer and lifting the spirits to people living in very difficult conditions.

Healthy children
ongoing for 2 years
Ohmatdyt, Lviv Regional Children’s Hospital

NU raised funds for bronchoscope optics — a much needed equipment for thoracic pathology diagnostics. Doctors will be able to keep the Ukrainian children healthy and safe, and to provide the necessary treatment to more than 400 little patients every year.

Dobrovolya
new project in 2019

NU provided art therapy for wounded soldiers, psychological treatment thru creating art. Funds for art supply were provided, some teachers’ and exhibitions fees paid.

Helping Wounded Soldiers
ongoing for 4 years

NU supported severely wounded Ukrainian veterans, most in wheelchairs, with personal medical supplies, which enables them to stay active, work and study. The Gratitude video produced by the soldiers is on the NU Web page.

Station Kharkiv
ongoing for 4 years
Kharkiv

NU supported humanitarian-cases staff from the “Volunteers for volunteers” group, exhausted after several years of war.
Projects
January - December 2019

Humanitarian

Animal ID Project
ongoing for 2 years
Helping to solve the stray animal problem in Ukraine.

NU is helping to solve the stray animal problem in Ukraine - NU partnered with Animal ID group to develop strategies: estimate quantity of stray dogs, protect them and find new homes. It was piloted in Lviv, with great results, and eventually will spread to 22 big cities in Ukraine, attracting over 1000 volunteers. This model can be easily adapted worldwide, all information is public and based on it, any municipal or private organization can develop their own plan.

Motley Racoons Summer Children’s Camp (Ukr. “Строкаті Єноти”)
ongoing for 2 years

NU helped the children of veterans with heavy injuries and of those killed in action to participate in the summer camp for free. This camp was founded by veterans for children between 8 and 18 y.o. introducing them to sports, traveling, art and communication striving to raise active and patriotic Ukrainian youth. The camp offers discounts for families of veterans, servicemen and refugees.

Educational

Supporting Ukrainian writers and publishers
ongoing for 3 years

NU introduced Ukrainian writers’ work to English speaking readers. Young Ukrainian author Nazar Kazkar’s book The Green Woodpecker was published and promoted outside of Ukraine. It is for children 4 - 8 y. o. and for everyone who loves magic and adventures. The book was illustrated by a talented artist Irina Lib.

Tech books translation
new project in 2019

NU has sponsored the translation of two technical books: "Algorithms Unlocked" by Thomas H. Cormen and "Python Crash Course, 2nd Edition" by Eric Matthes into Ukrainian. Both are well known bestsellers and helped educate thousands of computer programmers around the world. The books are expected to be published in 2020.
**Projects**

January - December 2019

---

**Educational**

**Ukrainian National Math Olympiad Team (MATH-letes)**

ongoing for 3 years

Kyiv

NU supported school-age children by promoting events, covering travel and applications fees, supplying awards for Math Olympiads participants on International, National and Local levels. Kyiv Team had shown impressive results both in Team and Individual competitions. Girls’ Math Team in 2019 won Team’s Gold for the 3rd time in 8-years, defeating Chinese, Russian, Canadian and many other excellent teams!

**Prometheus**

ongoing for 3 years

NU supported a translation of online MIT courses from English to Ukrainian for Ukrainian teachers, in a partnership with Prometheus (Ukrainian leading online education platform, with over 700,000 online students and over 90 online courses. In 2019, $10,000 were raised and 3 courses were translated.

**Akhiezer Foundation (Kharkiv)**

new project in 2019

NU supported prominent young mathematics students in Kharkiv. The Akhiezer Foundation was created by Prof. Michael Brin to commemorate outstanding Kharkiv mathematician Naum Akhiezer. It provides merit- and need-based scholarships, including travel grants for undergraduate and graduate students. $7000 were donated by Prof. Michael Brin, others raised $5000.

---

**Pro.Svit, Center for Innovative Education**

ongoing for 3 years

NU partnered with Pro.Svit – an educational organization promoting changes in teaching, learning, and management through professional development of educators. The goals are:
- to create an alternative learning environment & team support with educational programs School 3.0 (Pro.Skills);
- to empower action-driven approach in schools thru crowdfunding platform;
- to form the network of proactive educators to spread the best schools’ practices & support teachers in their growth and development (Annual Educational Forums).
Projects
January - December 2019

Cultural/Civil Society

**Movie Club “Nova Ukraine”**
ongoing for 4 years
Kharkiv

Weekly lectures and movie watching in the open air in the center of Kharkiv. Club educates the community on Ukrainian history, philosophy, culture, by meeting prominent writers, journalists, movie directors, actors, artists, etc.

**Ukrainian Emerging Leaders**
ongoing for 3 years

Promoting and supporting the Ukrainian Emerging Leaders Program at Stanford. NU provided discussions, meetings and community outreach, organized an after-party for Yearly Stanford Ukrainian Conference.

**ArtMisto**
ongoing for 2 years
Art installations at the Burning Man International Festival

NU supported a group of Ukrainian artists from Seattle and Ukraine with their art installation “Catharsis” at Burning Man-2019. 12 volunteers (11 originally from Ukraine and 1 is American) built an 11'H x 16'W sculpture. Marina Malyarenko painted the butterfly in Petrykivka style. A movie was recorded about the journey from the birth of the idea all the way to the desert.

**Summer Picnic in Mountain View**
ongoing, yearly, for 5 years

Promoting local community outreach, approx. 140+ ppl attended.

**Annual Holiday Party in Palo Alto**
ongoing, yearly, for 5 years

Nova Ukraine’s biggest event of the year, promoting local community outreach. More than 200 people attended, doubling the number of 2018th event. Local SF great Ukrainian band was hired - Grand success, and everybody was so happy!

**Spring Picnic in San Francisco**

Promoting local community outreach, approx. 120+ ppl attended.
Events
January - December 2019

- Nova Ukraine 5th Anniversary Spring Picnic for the Community
- Vyshyvanka Day Event
- Catharsis Party For Seattle Community
- Elections to Verkhovna Rada for San Francisco foreign polling station
- Welcome new cohort of Stanford Ukrainian Emerging Leaders
- Winter Holiday Party by Nova Ukraine